
Radiant Logic Announces Unprecedented Forty-Five Percent Growth at Mid-Year 
 

Increased Revenue Signals Growing Momentum for Its Flagship Innovation, RadiantOne 
Federated Identity Service Based on Advanced Virtualization; See RadiantOne in Action at 

Gartner Catalyst Conference in San Diego, August 15-18, 2016 
 
NOVATO, Calif., August 9, 2016 - Radiant Logic, the leading provider of the federated identity 
solutions based on virtualization, today announced that it was well ahead of growth projections 
for the year, with 45 percent license and revenue growth over the previous year, buoyed by a 
significant uptick in new customers over the past six months. These results signal a validation of 
Radiant Logic’s efforts to help Fortune 1000 enterprises and large organizations develop a more 
agile identity infrastructure. These sizable companies tend to have complex identity 
infrastructures that have grown over time through heavy investments in web access 
management, federation, and provisioning tools. By federating identity across diverse, 
distributed identity stores, RadiantOne Federated Identity Service offers companies a common 
“virtual” identity that drives a diverse array of new projects, from integrating new applications 
to acquiring new companies to enlarging access to new user bases. 
 
“As large-scale enterprises try to federate access to cloud applications and extend their security 
to high-value external audiences, they’re also discovering the deep need to conquer complexity 
and federate their internal identity infrastructure,” says Dieter Schuller, Vice President of 
Business Development at Radiant Logic. “Our results this year speak to the growing recognition 
of the value of creating a single, unified global identity out of diverse, distributed data silos, 
with a global list of users where every user is represented once and global profiles containing all 
available attributes from SQL, LDAP, Active Directory, and Web Services/REST/JSON. Federating 
identity via on advanced virtualization helps companies take on a world of new challenges, such 
as onboarding new applications or integrating mergers and acquisitions quickly and easily, 
without requiring months of custom coding or complex one-off integrations for every new 
initiative.” 
 
An Integrated Identity Drives Better Success in Large-Scale Deployments 
Radiant Logic’s growth also ratifies its approach to federating and integrating the identity data 
that’s at the center of every company’s security infrastructure. In the same way that the idea of 
federating access has changed the way companies secure their cloud-based applications, the 
idea of federating identity data from across heterogeneous data stores is streamlining 
deployments for enterprises across the globe, saving time and money as it extends existing IAM 
investments. By providing one common, flexible, and reusable identity, Radiant Logic makes it 
easier for large customers to integrate their diverse identity infrastructures, through advanced 
virtualization and synchronization. 
 
Radiant Logic customers—as well as partners, such as Ernst & Young, CyberArk, and Gigya—also 
see the need for a common “identity data service” based on virtualization and a federated 
architecture. According to Michel Prompt, Radiant Logic’s co-founder and CEO: “Our customers 



rely on RadiantOne for successful emerging and legacy IAM deployments—and an integrated 
identity based on virtualization is at the heart of their efforts. Our federated architecture is 
designed to reduce the need for unsustainable customizations, while ensuring an integrated 
ecosystem and maximum agility, whether companies are migrating or refreshing technology, 
managing mergers and acquisitions, or moving to managed services.” 
 
Support for Multi-Factor Authentication Strengthens Security for Existing Applications 
Radiant Logic’s unprecedented business results also reflect the growing demand for new 
capabilities that are part of Radiant Logic’s 7.2 release of its flagship RadiantOne Federated 
Identity Service platform. By offering support for Multi-Factor Authentication, RadiantOne 
enables companies to reinforce their security by taking advantage of additional means, such as 
token cards, certificates, and biometrics. Companies have long struggled with the difficulty of 
implementing these additional measures for strengthening security and identity data, since 
existing applications often offer weak authentication but are not programmed to accept 
additional security.  
 
With RadiantOne’s new MFA plug- in, it’s now easy to add multiple external multifactor 
authentication modes to any existing application making LDAP calls. According to Radiant Logic 
co-founder and CTO Claude Samuelson: “Plug-in support for multi-factor authentication in 
RadiantOne 7.2 makes it quick and easy to leverage third-party security methods, from token 
cards and certificates to biometrics. This reinforces security for RadiantOne and for every app 
that depends on our integration layer—without having to make any modifications at the 
application level.” 
 
Join RadiantOne at Gartner Catalyst Conference in San Diego, August 15-18, 2016 
Stop by the Radiant booth at the Gartner Catalyst Conference and get a demo of the 
RadiantOne platform. Don’t miss our speaker, Doug Simmons, Principal Consultant for a 
prominent educational enterprise, as he discusses how a 360-degree view of customers enables 
SSO and an improved experience. His speaking session is in Seaport D at the Manchester Grand 
Hyatt, on Tuesday, August 16, from 3:05-3:40 pm. Be sure to join the Radiant team for Taco 
Tuesday at the RadiantOne Federated Identity Pub, from 6-8 PM on Tuesday night, August 16 in 
Solana Beach A & B. 
 


